National Rubber Technologies Corp. has 80 years experience designing and manufacturing innovative engineered rubber products and materials derived from recycled automotive tires and tire plant wastes. We are a vertically integrated manufacturer having our own facility dedicated to recycling scrap automotive tires. With our Koneta Inc. division we produce 100 millions pounds of rubber products annually.

CUSTOMER SERVICE:
1-800-387-8501
info@nrtna.com
Innovation

The Symar logo on the packaging of sheets, rolls, or any of our manufactured rubber products, means that it has been made by our proprietary Symar process. Our masticated rubber is fiber reinforced and fully cured.

Performance

This unique process translates into higher tensile strength, tear strength, resilience, wear characteristics, ozone resistance, low temperature resistance – and, ultimately, durability. Compare Symar against other “glued” rubber products. You can easily see and feel the difference.

Responsibility

The Symar process recycles used tires, which would otherwise pose serious disposal and environmental problems. In fact, tires are Symar’s main raw material. The Symar process also allows us to recycle our off-cuts and trimmings, turning our own scrap into brand new Symar sheet and rolled products.

Roll or Sheet

For some customers, rolled product is the most efficient. And we’re the continent’s sole provider of this continuous-cure recycled rubber. Others require Symar by the sheet. To all our customers, Symar says “Take your pick.”

Economy

Symar will consistently do what you intend it to do, far better and far longer than any other recycled product. Symar consistency and durability translate directly into bottom-line economies.

Versatility

We supply cured sheets and rolls for die cutting and other processing. Our customers use Symar for a variety of automotive and heavy truck applications including: Baffles, Close-out Seals, Air Dams, Splash Shields, Mud Guards and Mud Flaps. In agricultural equipment Symar is used for: step pads, cab mats, engine close-outs and grain deflectors. These represent just a few of the applications for Symar sheet and roll product.

Symar says it all

Symar outperforms any other masticated rubber product. We make it our business to be the best.